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SOCIALISM IN OUR TIME

INTRODUCTION
The material in this pamphlet is submitted by the New
York "Militant" Socialists as a preliminary formulation of a
program for the Socialist Party of America. I t is not o~ered
as the final draft of our program. We hope that this effort
will stimulate discussion amon.g the members of the Socialist
Party and will lead to the formulation of a more adequate
program.
Recently some comrades calling themselves the "Revolutionary Policy Committee" issued a pamphlet entitled "An
Appeal to the Members of the Socialist Party." We welcome
all efforts looking toward a left orientation of the Party.
Without entering into a detailed criticism of that program at
the present time, ~e desire to state that our criticism is contained by implic'a tion in this ·pamphlet.

New York "Militant" Socialists.
May, 1934.

Criticism and comments from comrades are invited. Send
your communications to Max Delson, Room 1212, 270 Broadway, New York City. Copies of this pamphlet may be obtained
at the above address for ten cents each (plus postage) and
bundle orders at red uced rates.
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Part I

INTERNATIONAL SOCIALISMITS THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
The Need For Reorientation

N

EVER in its history did the Socialist movement have
such great opportunities as in the last 17 years, and
never did it suffer such great and crushing defeats as in
these years. The World War had shaken the capitalist world
to its very foundations. The proletarian masses were not only
disillusioned but desperate. Capitalism, at least for a time,
had lost its hold on the minds of the workers. I t had lost
its self-assurance and self-confidence. No. one expected capitalism to regenerate society, not even the capitalists themselves. Great masses of workers everywhere, as well as the
middle classes, looked for help and leadership to the Socialist
mo.vement. Socialist governments .g rew in number and Socialist participation in governments increased. The Socialist
movement continually grew in strength and influence. Not
only Socialists but also bourgeois ideologists loudly proclaimed that the capitalist system was at an end. It had
broken down completely. Something new was to take its place.
The Socialists greeted this proclamation with joy, the capitalists with sorrow and despair, but both agreed that the end of
capitalism had come.
When we look back now on the history of socialism during these revolutionary years we find that we have nothing
but failures and defeats to re.gister. The Socialists have been
defeated in Italy, in Hungary, in Germany, in Austria, and in
England, and no one can tell where the next defeat will come.
There are Socialists who believe that all that is necessary
now is to put the blame on objective conditions and everything will be well again. These Socialists would advise us
simply to wait quietly until objective conditions more favorable to socialism arrive. Until then we must content ourselves with repeating the formula "we were right, we were
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right, but history willed otherwise." When Socialist leaders
warn us against any revisions or innovations in our Socialist
tactics, when part of the Socialist press is fighting desperately
against any attempt to analyze critically the history of our
recent past and to try to draw the logical consequences of our
mistakes, it simply shows that they have grown old and tired,
that there is no more fight left in them. Senility is a personal
tragedy. We may sympathize with those that have been overtaken by this malady, but we cannot allow the personal
tragedy of this or that leader or theoretician, no matter how
great his services to the movement may have been in the past,
to be raised to a new interpretation of socialism.
The Socialist movement has reached a point in its development where it cannot simply go its old way as if nothing had
happened. A revaluation of all values, a searching critical
analysis of our theories and tactics, a fearless determination to
admit in order to avoid the mistakes made in the past is the
most imperative task for our movement today. This critical
work is now going on in all Socialist parties. No "leader" can
stop it. The growth of the left wing in the Labor and Socialist
International, the new left program of the German Social
Democratic Party, the victory of the left wing in the Polish
Socialist Party, the left mood pervading all other parties reflects a fundamental and widespread shift to the left.
The Role of Democracy
The German Social Democratic Party has been jestingly
referred to as "the mother church of the Socialist movement."
It was to the German Social Democratic Party that the international Socialist movement looked for guidance and leadership. It is therefore natural that the critical work should
centre around the rise and decline of the German Social Democratic movement. No one will of course deny that the failure
of Socialism in Germany was to a great extent determined
by objective conditions beyond the control of the Socialist
movement; neither will anyone deny now that the success of
fascism was .g reatly helped by the insane tactics of the Communist International as well as of the German Communist
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movement. The events in Germany and Austria have definitely shown that the organized Communist movements
in these countries played, objectively, a counter-revolutionary role. All this is true, but that does not absolve the
Social Democratic movement of its own contribution to its
own failure. As Socialists we are more interested in criticism
of our own party than criticism of other parties. A thorough
critic'a l analysis of the extent to which the Communists played
a counter-revolutionary role is of course necessary. But only
a thorough critical analysis of our own mistakes will enable
us to go on with the creative work of reconstructing Socialist theory and practice:
The criticism leveled against the German Social Democratic Party centers around the question of the role of democracy in the achievement of socialism.
Marxian Socialism has aI-ways been democratic socialism.
Socialists always fought for democracy and for the preservation of civil liberties. That, however, does not blind Socialists
to the fact that there is as yet no such thing as pure democracy. Pure democracy, . real democracy, is incompatible
with capitalism. There can no real freedom as long as one
part of the population is economically enslaved. There can
be no equality as long as one part of the population controls
all means of production while the other must sell its labor
power or starve. There can be no democracy so long as society is divided in classes with antagonistic interests for which
they must constantly fight. What we have in one form or
another is bourgeois democracy, a form of state which, while
paying lip service to freedom and equality, is always on the
watch for the interests of the ruling class. The state in a society divided into classes was described by Marx as the "executive committee" of the ruling class. Bourgeois democracy
is one of the institutions of the capitalist state, and over
which it therefore has complete control. The bourgeois state
will certainly do everything in its power to prevent the utilization of one of its own institutions for its own destruction.
This applies to the bourgeois democratic' state as well as
to any other state in a class society. Socialists have never
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identified bourgeois democracy with socialism. The ideal of
socialism is not the perpetuation of bourgeois democracy but
the abolition of all class divisions of society, the creation of a
classless society in which production is carried on for use and
not for profit. Only in such a society will real democracy,
real freedom and equality become possible.
Knowing full well the defects and limitations of bourgeois
democracy, Marxian Socialists, however, also realized the
great value of this defective democracy as an instrument for
the creation of real Social Democracy. They realized that in
spite of its defects and limitations the democ'r atic form of government is best suited to the great task of organizing the
workers for the fight for socialism.
The achievement ,of Socialism is, for Marxists, not the
task of revolutionary idealists, though revolutionary idealism
is undoubtedly necessary in this great fight; it is not a task
. of good people," though good people will and do join in this
fight. The achievement of socialism is for Marxists the culmina tion of the class struggle that has been going on in society for centuries. The class struggle has reached a point at
which the working class has only one way left open to it, the
way of the revolutionary transformatiori of society, which
abolishes all class divisions. The working class cannDt liberate
itself without abolishing class divisions in 50ciety generally.
The achievement of socialism is the historical mission of
the working class. In order to fulfill its historical mission
the working class will have to organize itself as a class politically as well as economically. It "must first acquire political
supremacy, must rise to be the leading class of the nation"
(Communist Manifesto). The working class must conquer
political power, get control of. . the state machinery, and use it
for the purpose of establishing socialism.
This is nothing less than a social revolution. This gr:ea t
task cannot be accomplished piecemeal, gradually, step-bystep. All the battles of the working class for their immediate
demands, for various social reforms, are of course of great
importance for the life of the workers, but it is a mistake to
believe that the simple quantitative accumulation of such reH
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forms will or may gradually transform capitalist society into
a Socialist society. Social reforms under capitalism are limited
by the essential nature of capitalism. Social reforms under
capitalism are possible only in so far as they do not touch the
essential basis of capitalism, i.e. in so far as they do not endanger the class divisions of society, in so far as the principle
of private ownership of the means of production remains unimpaired.
Marxian Socialists have never spurned the fight for the
immediate demands of the workers. Socialism has always taken
up the fight for bettering the condition of the working class
under capitalism. It has done so because this struggle for the
immediate demands of the workers is on the one hand of
great importance for the lives of the workers, and on the other
hand affords the best opportunity for Socialists to organize
the workers as a class, to fight for their class interests. In the
fight for immediate demands the workers organize themselves
as a class. In this struggle they ,gradually become class conscious and realize the futility of all reforms. Books and Socialist education are of great importanc'e, but it is in the actual
daily stru.ggle that the workers learn their socialism.
The fight for immediate demands, the economic struggle
of the workers through their labor unions, the organization
of workers into co-operative and educational institutions are
the best means of organizing the workers for the social revolution, provided Socialists participating in these activities
themselves realize and constantly explain to the workers that
these activities are of jvalue only in so far as they are an integral part of the larger and more important struggle for th-e
working class: its fight for socialism. The fight for immediate
demands is of value only in so far as it organizes and prepares
the working class for the social revolution. But such preparatory work can most effectively be carried on under a democratic regime. The existence of democracy and civil liberties
is therefore a desirable condition for organizin.g and conducting the fight for socialism. Democracy does not abolish the
class struggle. It makes it more open and sharp. It does not
make the social revolution superfluous. It only affords a
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better opportunity for the workers in preparing for it.
These basic principles of Marxian Socialism had been
.g radually disc'a rded by the German Social Democratic Party,
and under its influence also by a great number of Socialists
everywhere. Slowly the concept of social revolution was
changed for the principle of gradualism. The fight for immediate demands was step by step transformed from a means
to social revolution into a substitute for it. Bourgeois democracy which was always looked upon by Socialists as an important instrument in the class struggle came to be considered
as an end in itself. The class! struggle itself took on, for
these social reformists, the character of bargaining with the
ruling classes, instead of fighting for their dethronement.
The abandonment of the basic principles of revolutionary
socialism weakened these parties, it sapped their strength and
dried up their revolutionary energy. Believing that under a
democratic system they would never have to fight with other
means than ballots and political bargaining they did' not educate the workers to fight. When the time came for the
workers to fight or to submit to fascism they were neither
ready nor able to fight; they simply submitted.

The Road

tOl

Pow,e r

Marxian Socialists never believed that there was only
one road to power. This is one of the cardinal differences between revolutionary Socialism and Communism on the one
hand, and revolutionary Socialism and reformist Socialism on
the other. Communists assert that the only way to achieve
power-is through violent uprisings. Reformist Socialists maintain that at least in democ'r atic countries the road to power
is only throu.gh constitutional and democratic methods. We
believe that there is more than o~e way to power, and that
the road chosen will be determined by the circumstances at
the opportune moment.
The Social-reformists who warn us that the conquest of
political power by extra-parliamentary means is illegal or opposed to the principle of democracy simply misunderstand
the nature of the Socialist movement as well as the nature
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of capitalist legality and democracy.
The first task of the Socialist movement is the achievement of state power, and the question of the means to be
followe~ is purely one of expediency. Socialism is unalterably opposed to c·a pitalism. It has declared war to the death
on capitalism. But capitalism is not only a certain system of
production and distribution of wealth, it also includes the
ideological and political super-structure that it has developed.
Capitalism is not only capitalist economics, it is also capitalist
civilization, capitalist culture, capitalist legality, state and
dem.ocracy. We submit to it, but we do not accept it. Weare
ready to use anything that capitalism c·a n offer us, in our fight
against it, but neither capitalist legality nor capitalist democracy must be permitted to stand in the way of the social
revolution.
If we do not share the Communist belief that violent uprising is the only way to power, it is not because it is either
illegal or undemocratic, but because we recognize the tremendoes difficulties in the way of an armed uprising in a modern
state and because we believe that there may be a possibility
and there certainly are many advantages in getting the formal
power of a parliamentary majority.
The way in which the workers of a given country will
get political power will largely depend upon the specific ec·o nomic and political conditions of that country, on the state of
its civilization, culture and traditions, as well as on the
strength of the socialist movement and the resistance of the
ruling class. In democratic countries, the most desirable way
to power is the open, legal democratic way. In the preface
by Engels to Marx's "Civil War in Franc·e," he says: "With
the successful utilization .of the general franchise an entirely
new method of the proletarian struggle has come into being."
This method has been used by all Socialist parties wherever
it was open to them, and no Socialist party will of course
voluntarily give up the advanta.ges that this method affords.
The experience of the post war history of socialism shows
however that there was a very serious and harmful flaw in
our consideration of the possibilities of dem.ocracy in the fight
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for socialism. We asked ourselves whether we wanted to
achieve socialism by purely democratic means" and we answered that we certainly did. It did not occur to us that we
were not the only party to the class struggle, that we were
not the only ones to determine the methods by which to fight
our enemies. Our class enemy also has a voice in deciding
this issue. It is .often our enemy that forces upon us the
methods of struggle, which are subjectively undesirable for
us, but objectively unavoidable.
We realize that the extra-parliamentary road is one beset
with grave difficulties. For example, the advances in military
science, particularly the development of air warfare, make the
success of an armed uprising extremely dubious unless large
sections of the armed forc'es are won over to the side of the
revolution, or at least neutralized. Such disaffection can ocCUr only as the result of an unusual crisis in the capitalist
system which is also essential for the development of other
fav.orable elements necessary for the success of a revolution.
But our analysis of capitalism indicates' that such crises are
increasingly bound to occur, in one form or another, either as
the result of a war, a political or economic crisis, the breakdown of the financial structure, a general strike, etc.
But whatever the difficulties of the extra-parliamentary
method, the Socialist movement must be prepared to utilize
it since the outstanding lesson of the post war revolutionary
-experience in Europe shows that when democracy becomes a
real danger to capitalism, capitalism itself seeks to abolish it.
The working class will either have to fight its battles outside
of Parliament, in the streets, shops and factories, or submit to
open capitalist dictatorship, whether it will be called fascism
or by any other name. We do not share the view that fascism
is inevitable in every country. There is no inevitability about
it, but there certainly is a probability that under one name or
another, under one pretext or another, the democratiC' way will
be blocked to the workers, when the time for decisive battles
comes. And for such a probable contingency every Socialist
Party must prepare. A strong, well organized, well disciplined
Socialist Party, educ'a ted in principles of revolutionary so-
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cialism and trained for every type of revolutionary mass
activity, backed by strongly organized labor unions ready t,o
throw their support into the fight for socialism, is indispensable to withstand the last o.nslaught of capitalism and to seize
power. In the light .of these post war experiences, these organizations of the working class, their character and leadership, become of the greatest importance to the Socialist
movement. Without the backing of such organizations, n.o
political labor party may hope to succeed in its struggle
against capitalism. Neither must Socialists neglect the task
of extending their socialist education into the armed forces,
particularly through the working class families of the members of these forces.
The Dictatorship of the Proletariat
The most outstanding and the m.ost tra.gic fact in the history of post-war socialism is. not that Socialist parties did not
know how to get power, but that they did not use it for socialism when they did get it. Objective conditions were extremely favorable to them. They got political power without
even fighting for it. Furtherm.ore, they had the support of
the vast masses who expected them to do what they had always preached. But the Social Democratic parties were not
ready to use the power that they had acquired. They were
afraid of it. Instead of deepening the revolution they sought
to liquidate it, instead .of initiating the proletarian state they
sought to perpetuate bourgeois democracy. It was the fetishism of bourgeois democracy that was in their way. Since
the time of the "Communist Manifesto" Socialists knew that
the object .of the workers' strug.gle for political power was the
establishment of the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat. In his letter on the Gotha program Marx made this
very clear: "Between the capitalist and c'Ommunist order lies
the period of the revolutionary transformation of the one into
rtnother. To this there would correspond a political period
of transition, when the state could be nothing else than the
revoluti.onary dictatorship of the proletariat."
This was the belief not only of Marx and Engels, but also
of all Marxist Socialists. This was preached and justified and
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defende~

in the writings of every Marxian Socialist from
Kautsky and Plekhanoff to the popular editorial writer in the
socialist press.
During the war period, when most Socialist parties exchanged the class struggle for civil peace, internationalism for
the principle of the defense of the fatherland, and capitalist
democracy replaced the hope for social revolution, Marx's
dictum about the dictatorship of the proletariat was also
changed. The orthodox Marxist of the past, Karl Kautsky,
had the dubious honor of formulating the "new way."
"In the light of experience of recent years," says Kautsky,
"pertaining to questions of government, we might vary this
sentence by saying .... a political period of transition-when
the government would generally assume the form of a coalition."
"This would .apply to all countries where the conquest
of political power by labor is effected by means of democracy,
which is the normal method now when military monarchies
have collapsed." (Labor Revolution, p. 54.)
And what is the "theoretical" justification for this change?
This is what Kautsky has to say about it:
"We have every reason to expect that the coming labor
revolution, that is the conquest .of political power, will be
achieved on the basis of democracy, and therefore peaceably;
that it will not lead to internecine strife, and consequently
will not be followed by counter revolution."
The results of these tactics of the German Social Democratic Party, which were acc·e pted by a majority of the parties
in the L. S. I., are now known to all. The coalition and toleration policy of the German Social Democratic Party only
dampened the spirit of the workers, incapacitated them for
fighting and destroyed their confidence in socialism. Not only
were the "superior" tactics incapable of accomplishing anything for the workers, it even made them incapable of defending the democracy for which they sacrificed their revolutionary socialism.
Socialists all over the world begin to realize now that
the defeat of socialism in countries where they had power
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was determined even more by the initial mistakes that they
made when they had power than by their reformist tactics
later when they were forced into defensive positions. Their
unforgivable crime consisted in the fact that when they were
in power, they did not use it to construct a sound foundation
for the Socialist transformation of society, but hastened to
liquidate the revolutions for the benefit of bour.geois republics. This was, at least, in part, due to a fear of dictat,o rship,
because of the manner in which it has functioned in Soviet
Russia.
No Socialist will of c'Ours~ admit that the proletarian
dictatorship in Russia is the form that a proletarian dictatorship must and will take everywhere. Even Communists are
beginning to realize that now. The Bolshevik revolution in
Russia is a unique phenomenon in history. It took place
under specific Russian conditions that will not be duplicated
in industrial countries. Those that recommend "the Russian
way" as the universal and only way to socialism either do not
know or purposely ignore, the real history of the Bolshevik
revolution in Russia. The Russian way could work only in
a country where there existed the same conditions as in Russia
on the eve of the revolution.
The form of proletarian dictatorship that the Russian
revolution evolved is just as much a specific result of the
specific Russian conditions as the revolution itself. It is the
form that a proletarian dictatorship had to take in a c'o untry
which was and still is industrially, as well as culturally, backward, with no democratic traditions and a practically unorganized, though revolutionary-minded, working class and
peasantry. However, even in Russia on the eve of the revolution the Bolsheviki did not dream of the rigid. one party dictatorship for which Stalinism stands. The original idea of the
dictatorship in Russia was that it was toO be the democratic
dictatorship of the workers and peasants, where all power
belonged to the democratically elected. Soviets of workers and
peasants. The abolition of the Soviet democracy was at first
forced on the Soviet Government by the bitter and long drawn
ut civil war, and later the one party dictatorship was strength[ 14 )

ened and perpetuated by the Stalin forces.
The tragic experiences of the Socialist movement in the
post-war period has demonstrated again that wherever Socialists will .g et state power they will have to use dictatorial
means to strengthen their power, and to build a sound foundation for socialism. The establishment of the proletarian dictatorship is again being proclaimed by one party after another
as the first step on the road to socialism. One after another
the erstwhile purely democratic and reformist Socialist parties are returning to revolutionary socialism .and accepting
the proletarian dictatorship as a necessary transitional stage to
socialism. This is evidenced by the new program of the
German Social Democratic Party, by the left resolutions of
the Polish Socialist Party, and by Otto Bauer's frank statement that should the Austrian workers again get power, they
should first of all establish the "revolutionary dictatorship of
the working class," build a sound foundation for the Socialist
transformation of society, and only then establish Socialist
democracy. The Socialist parties of the world are thus rapidly
coming to acc'e pt the position of the minority at the last International Socialist Conference, which stated:
"The Conference declares that it is not the task of the
Socialist parties to attempt to straighten out the capitalist
world or even to collaborate in such attempts. It declares
on the contrary that by whatever means they are going
to achieve power they must not secure the exercise of
power within the structure of the capitalist regime but
must utilize power in order to destroy the bourgeois state
and install the dictatorship of the revolutionary classes*
during the period of Socialist construction."
The extra-parliamentary organizations built by the working class and which will exist c'Oextensively as a dual form of
state within the framework of the bourgeois democracy will
be the basis upon which the proletarian dictatorship will ultimately rest. Whether these extra-parliamentary organizations

* Unfortunately a very serious error crept into the English translation
of the minority resolution. Instead of "the dictatorship of the revolutionary
classes," the English translation reads "the dictatorship of the revolutionary
party."
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will take the precise form of "workers' councils", or some
other form more suited to a specific revolutionary situation
cannot be determined far in advance of that situation.
One thing, however, is certain. The victorious Socialist
government must immediately upon taking power, be prepared to unhesitatingly suppress every counter-revolutionary
manifestation. It must destroy all organizations of the capitalist class and its institutions of propaganda. It must dismiss
all representatives of the deposed classes who are in positions
of importance in every branch of activity, aJ?d replace them
with trusted revolutionists, particularly in the police and the
armed forces.
The resolution quoted above, however, warns against confusing this dictatorship of the revolutionary classes, which is
democratic in its nature, with the rigid, bureaucratic dictatorship prevailing at present in Soviet Russia.
"During this period of struggle for the conquest of
power as well as later during the exercise of power," the
resolution declares, "the Socialist parties must remain
faithful to the principle of proletarian democracy which
is the only guarantee for the development of the dictatorship by the revolutionary classes into a dictatorship of
workers and peasants. Dictatorship must be exercised
under the permanent control of organizations free to negotiate, to choose their representatives and to determine
themselves their line of action." **

**

The use of the phrase "dictatorship of the proletariat" may not be
advisable to express the ideas for which' it stands in our day to day propagan~
da, because of the misunderstanding of the phrase and the ill repute attached
to dictatorships. Furthermore, while this is a valid revolutionary concept of
the transitional state it need not be emphasized at the present stage of the
Socialist movement in America. Accordingly, we believe that insofar as this
concept is discussed in Socialist propaganda, it is desirable to designate it by
some other term, such as "workers' democracy".

A number of comrades believe that it would be bad tactics to stress the idea
of the dictatorship of the proletariat at the present time. We will not quarrel
about words. Those that would substitute IIworkers democracy" for the dictatorship of the proletariat and invest the new term with the same meaning, may
be right or wrong. It is purely a. matter of tactics and not -o f principle.
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Part II
THE EMERGENCE OF THE "LEFT" IN AMERICA
AVING reviewed the theoretical and programmatic'a l
problems besetting the international movement w e
will now turn to an appraisal of our Party's history
and the problems ' that now confront it.
Pre-war socialism was a considerable factor in the labor
movement. From the time the party split from the Socialist Labor Party to the A. F. of L. c'o nvention of 1916
when the Socialist, Max Hayes, received one-third of the
vote for President of the A. F. of L., the Socialist Party had
a notable record of activity and influence in the labor movement. The work of the Socialist Party leaders in the garment trades, railroad and minin.g areas was particularly notew orthy. In general the link between the Socialist Party and
t he A. F. of L. was very close. The party realized and pointed
out the importance of industrial unionism, although it did
not press the battle for it as vigorously as it should have because it hesitated to antagonize the influential craft elements
in the A. F. of L. Party members also carried on an incessant
and effective propaganda on behalf of independent political
action in the A. F. of L. Many large unions were officially
committed not only to independent political action but t o socialism as well.
Parallel with this labor activity the Party also carried on
other types of mass work. We initiated wide agitation for
legislation which filled the immediate needs of the workers
such as workmen's compensation l~ws, and also for the
achievement of the eight-hour day. We were very active in the
anti-war and anti-preparedness movement and in the cooperative movement. Shortly after the war the Party initiated its
famous amnesty drive and aroused wide support through its
leadership of rent strikes ' and of c'Onsumer's or,g anizations, in
their fight against the high-cost-of-living.

H
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All of this activity w?-s reflected in the growth of the
Party membership and of the Party vote. From a membership of 10,000 in 1901 when it was organized the Party grew
to 118,000 in 1912 and was able to maintain most of its
strength despite the persecutions of Socialists during the War.
The Party vote increased from 94,000 in 1900 to 897,000 in
1912, and to 900,000 in 1920.
Few parties in the Socialist International withstood the
test of their Socialist integrity which the war imposed upon
them in the manner of the American S. P. The resolution
adopted by the St. Louis Convention of 1917 was a courageous
and forthright declaration of the historical Socialist opposition to all capitalist wars. The large majority which this
resolution received in the Party referendum and the wide activity which the Party carried on in support of this declaration
formed part of the proudest chapters in the history of the
Socialist Party in America.
This vigorous Socialist movement was reduced to impotence by the train of events set in motion by the World
War. The international left-wing sentiment which prevailed
shortly after the War was crystallized by the Russian Revolution. The American movement in common with many
other left parties lent a receptive ear to the pro.gram of the
Third International. In fact, at its 1919 convention both in
the minority and majority resolutions the party repudiated
the Second International completely as well as the Berne conference which was called to revive it, declared that the International as reconstructed should allow admission only to
parties which subscribed completely to class struggle principles and should exclude all parties which participated in
government coalitions with the bourgeoisie. The minority
resolution which was accepted by a large majority in a referendum vote demanded that the party join the Third International even though it did not agree with everything that
Moscow dictated. At a number of party conventions thereafter the Third International was also endorsed and the party
actually applied for admission to the Third International accepting 19 of the 21 points of the Communist International
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program. When the Party's bid was rejected by Moscow it
was one of the most active units in the agitation for the new
International which the Vienna conference (Second and a
half International) desired to set up. The program adopted
by the Vienna Conference to which the Party gave its adherence set forth in clear and forthright phrases the basic concepts of revolutionary socialism. It declared unequivocally
for the dictatorship of the proletariat and for the necessity
of preparing for direct action for the achievement of socialism
in the probable eventuality that democracy would be destroyed by the c'a pitalist class. The Moscow International was
intent upon complete and unqualified domination of the International Labor movement and so despite the American Socialist Party's sharp turn to the left, it failed to establish any
organic' relationship with the Moscow International. The
. elements in America who saw salvation only in the acceptance
of the complete Moscow line proceeded to form the various
Comm unist Parties. The effect of this, of course, was to
weaken the Socialist Party considerably. Added to this, the
infantile left win.g policy pursued by the Communists in the
trade union movement drove the Socialists to a virtual alliance
with the leadership of the A. F. of L. and to an uncritical
acceptance of its policies.
The consequence of this period of internecine warfare
left its mark upon the party membership and leadership.
Cynicism and a spirit of defeatism characterized the movement. Coupled with this fact was the ensuing period of
"boom prosperity" which created the illusion of a permanent
period of prosperity for everyone and which left barren soil
for Socialist propaganda. The philosophy of a "new Capitalism" even permeated into. the minds of certain elements
in the Socialist Party.
This period of socialism from 1922 to 1928 was devoid
of those characteristics which most distinguished the party in
the pre-war era. Party activity was devoted solely to political
channels and even in the political arena there was very little
mass activity. There was almost a complete cessation of any
labor activity, and there was no attempt to discipline Socialists
in the trade unions who departed from Socialist principles in
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their respective trade unions. Little was done to rebuild the
youth movement which dwindled into insignificance.
There was little educational activity in the movement.
There was no attempt to work out a. policy for the revival of
the movement.
At this low ebb of the Party's fortunes came the 1929
crash. With the crash the opportunity for Socialist propaganda was vastly increased. There was a perceptible increase in party membership. The Party, however, did not
make the great forward strides which the opportunities warranted. The reasons which the Party leadership put forward
in extenuation of its inactivity during the immediately preceding period no lon.ger existed. What accounted for the
failure of the Party to make any substantial advances?
The long period of inactivity had made the Party leadership incapable of developing a program of activity that new
conditions required. They had elevated their past. inactivity
into a philosophy so that the efforts to revitalize the Party on
the part of the new elements which had come into it were disc·o uraged by cynical attacks. The attempts to induce the
Party to criticize the A. F. of L. leadership for its unprogressi.ve policies were especially discouraged because of the
alliances our leadership had made with the A. F. of L.
Contrary to the methods followed by all other Socialist
Parties, our leaders devised the practice of inviting the masses
to come to us instead of our going to the masses. Al though
our representatives were often present at legislative hearings,
the method pursued by the party in arranging these meetings
was ineffective. A small body elected a committee to present
our views, and if the representatives made any reports, they
were made to the same small body. Action of this nature
however could have been and is important to the Party only
if it aroused the masses to the support of our views. Before sending our representatives to hearings, mass meetings
should have been arranged in all parts of the country affected
by the demands, to enlist the support and endorsement of the
masses. We failed to urge our supporters to attend such
hearings in large numbers, so that the capitalists would have
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understood that we speak for large masses and our supporters
would have found out how well their c'a pitalist "representatives" represeI1t them. Such mass . meetings, street demonstrations, mass petitions., rent strikes and .the lik~; might not
have made a revolution, but they were certainly indispensable
in the building of a mass Party.
The complete submission of our P.arty to the reformist.
policies of dominant Labor and Socialist Parties, refusal to
recognize the proletarian nature of \ the Soviet government,
endorsement of the unsocialist policies of the MacDonald
Labor Government and of the toleration and coalition policies
of the German Social Democracy, combined with a parallel
reformist policy of the American Party formed the basis for
the left-wing movement which was finally crystallized after
the 1929 mayoralty campaign in New York City.
The left-wing now began to put forward specific proposals
for action as well as theoretical formulations of a Marxist
character. In the branches, in the loc'als, in the central committees of the cities, at conventions, the left-wing advanced
its program. These proposals evidently reflected the latent
left-wing sentiment of the rank-and-file throughout the country for they were met with nation-wide endorsement. At the
same time the proponents of these policies were actively engaged in building the party organization. Under their insistent urgings and despite the opposition of the existing
leadership, the Party began to engage again in mass activities.
The parades and demonstrations which formerly marked the
Party activity were again undertaken. The theoretical character of the Party indicated a marked shift to the left as evidenced by the adoption of left-wing resolutions and programs..
Preliminary to the N ational Convent~on of 1932 the left-win.g
presented the first comprehensive formulation of its practical
program in the "Militant Pro.gram for The Socialist Party of
America." The first National Convention of the Party since the
beginning of the depression indicated that the left-wing program was more in consonance with the needs of the Party than
that of the then-existing leadership. The adoption of a resolution decidedly more sympathetic to Russia, the realization for
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the need of a change in our labor policy, the election of leftwing and activist elements to the National Executive Committee marked the turning point in the Party's history. The
Party had made great progress but there was and still is
,g reat need for a much more complete left-wing orientation.
Since its inception the left wing members have taken a
prominent part in party activity. They were active as field
organizers for the party. They played prominent roles in the
important industrial movements, including the coal miners,
the farmers holiday, the New York and Philadelphia taxicab
strikes, the Camden canners and ship-yard strikes, the shirt
organizing campaign of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers
of America in Pennsylvania, in the needle trades in California,
St. Louis and New York, the shoe and leather trades in New
England, etc., etc. They tried to urge the bonus army towards solidarit~ with the rest of the unemployed. They
took the lead in the organization of the unemployed and made
it an important part of Party activity. They are prominent
in the day to day organizational and educational work of the
party. They ably represented the Party at the August conference of the L.S.I. in 1933, returning the Party to its historic place in the left wing of the International by supporting
resolutions similar in principle to those of the Vienna Union.
A very significant achievement of the left wing is the
adoption of a labor policy in New York City which is very
similar to that urged in New York by this group since its inception in 1929. Only a short while ago, when the policy of
unifying the Socialist ranks in the unions was proposed, it
was m'e t with the cry from the labor committee: "A Communist method." The sinister spectre of the S: L. P. disaster
was raised time and again in opposition to our proposals.
The program was never formally adopted but under the
guidance of a new labor committee, which took office recently,
our policy has been carried into practice. The results have
been decidedly beneficial. The old policy of ingratiation and
hands off had resulted in the virtual disappearance of Party
infl uenc'e and prestige among the rank and file and the loss of
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many Party members, as well as the strengthening of reactionary and anti-socialist policies and leaders in the unions.
The return to the historic policy of an active Socialist opposition has already won for the party great influence and many
party members, and has been instrumental in forwarding progressive candidates and policies. The success of this program
in New York should be the signal for the nation-wide adoption not only of this labor program, but of the rest of the left
wing program as well. I t shows once and for all, the hollowness of the arguments directed a.gainst our program.
The New Deal provided a practical and an ideological
test for the A. F. of L. and for the Party leadership which had
uncritically supported the A. F. of L. It proved conclusively
the validity of the left wing criticism.
The magnificent opportunities presented for or.ganization were not adequately utilized by the labor movement.
The failure of the A. F. of L. to recognize its responsibility for organizational work and for supplying central
machinery for the purpose was clearly shown. If the
Party had recognized its responsibility for stimulating or,g anizational work in accordance with the proposals set forth in
the "Militant Program," it would have had available many
comrades trained in labor activity, and ready to assume the
leadership of the working class, now ripe for or,g anization.
Ideologically as well the A. F. of L. and the right wing
were tried and found wanting. The A. F. of L. accepted
the N.R:A. at its face value and many party leaders ·did the
same. The attitude of these comrades co~clusively revealed
their reformist ideology in spite of their lip-:-service to .M arxism. Instead of comprehending the class natur~- of the - N.R.A~ · a~
an instrument for the perpetuation. of a failing system, they
"in common with the rest of labor welcomed the N.R.A. as a
movement in the direction of recovery and the restoration of
wages."* They believed that the basic purpose of the N.R.A.
was to raise wages and increase purchasing power, not to
revive capitalism. In short, they believed that the basic dif-

* Resolution

written for the National Convention by Louis Waldman.
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ficulty wIth the N.R.A. was in the method of its administration, and that it would serve its original purpose if the administration "were placed in the hands of governmental representatives, sympathetic to labor."** This is reformism with
a vengeance-to believe that the capitalist state will generously
supply the workers with sympathetic' officials-presumably to
enable the workers to smash the state. This attitude was well
symbolized by the invitation extended to Roosevelt by
Abraham Cahan, editor of the Forward, to join the Socialist
Party.***
If the "new deal" showed conclusively the inability of
the right wing to comprehend the nature of the capitalist state
and to see through the devices to which it resorts to maintain the system, the events in Germany and Austria showed
even more conclusively the errors , of their theoretical beliefs,
and what is worse, their inability to learn from events and to
admit their errors. As we have pointed out above, the new
program of the German Social Democratic Party recognizes
the mistakes they made when they held power after the war
and failed to exercise it, and the errors of a toleration and
coalition policy. Otto Bauer concedes that the Austrians were
'guilty of the same fallacies. The right wing in America still
insists that the L. S. 1. policies were correct.
The resolutions put forward by the left wing minority
at the L. S. 1.' conference (which we have discussed in the
first section of this program) were supported by the majority
of our delegates. This fact indicates that our American left
wing movement is part of the international movement which
is seekil1:g a return to revolutionary Marxism. It shows that
the le~t proposals spring,fro~ a common theoretical basis, that
the Marxism which dictates our approach to the N.R.A. dictates as well our views on Democracy and the L. S. 1., and that
the same objective facts both in Europe and America have
caused the left wing to crystallize their reaction to the mis-

** Ibid.

*** Madison Square Garden-Dressmakers' Victory Celebration-Fall,

1933.
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guided policy in the past and launch the movement for a return to revolutionary socialism. If anything more were needed
to show the complete bankruptcy of the right wing in America, it was furnished by the recent widely heralded speech of
Louis Waldman, in which he raised hands of horror at the
thought that the Party should advocate general strikes, or
violent resistance to war 1* The only prescription offered by
him for all the ills from which the movement suffers, is to
leave everything as it is.

* New

Leader dinner-New York, April 1934.
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Part III
THE IMMEDIATE PROGRAM FOR THE SOCIALIST
PARTY OF AMERICA
Centralization
REVOLUTIONARY organization which expects to accom plish the tremendous task of winning the American
workers to socialism, must be a disciplined, centralized
organization that can control its membership and its institutions.
The Socialist Party is not such an organization. On the
contrary, there exists a looseness of organization, a laxity of
discipline, and a confusion of policies that are intolerable in
a Socialist Party.
Discipline is lax. Some Socialists appear to believe that
their socialism is only applic'a ble within the confines of the
party itself. Socialists must act like Socialists and be .guided
by the rulings of the party in all their public functions, or in
any mass organization of which they may be members, whether
these be unemployed leagues, trade unions, fraternal, co-operative, peace or liberal organizations of one form or another.
Altho we do not seek the mechanical discipline of the Communist Party that guides the minutest action of its members-at the same time all policies determined by the N. E. C.
must be binding upon every section and institution of the
Party and upon every individual member. Unless this form
of discipline is established we will never develop into a trained
revolutionary organization.
A number of newspapers exist throughout the country
w hich profess to be organs of Socialist opinion and which not
only c'o ntradict each other but often contradict themselves.
Schools, camps, radio stations, and other institutions
which profess to be Socialist frequently fail to conform to
Socialist principles. Elected officials sometimes act as if they
were members of different political parties and certain state

A
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platforms sometimes contradict those of other states.
In order to consolidate our organization lve propose the
following:
1. That the Party and its subdivisions take over the
control of the press and the educational institutions which
purport to speak in the name of the Party. The Party should
require all party publications and educational institutions to
adhere to its accepted theoretical and tactical positions, without at the same time prohibiting constructive criticism of
. Party theories and policies which aim to bring about changes
desired by minorities. It would be extremely desirable that
the Party establish a national newspaper.
2. That the National Executive Committee should have
jurisdiction over local election campaigns and pass upon all
local and state platforms.
3. That all elected officials should be bound by the decisions of the Party and should be definitely responsible to
the National Executive Committee for their actions and that
the conduct of all loc'a l campaigns and all elected officials be
guided by the statement on Municipal Problems unanimously
adopted by N. E. C. in July, 1933.
4. That all state organizations should be under the direct
control of the National Executive Committee.
The specific measures which we propose below can be
carried into effect only if the principle of centralization 1S
adopted by the Party.

The Socialist Party and- Labor
The Socialist Party must formulate a policy toward labor
union organization and carry through its policy 'in order to
achieve the respect and leadership of the working ~asses of '
this country.
The American trade union movement is as definitely at the
end of an era as is capitalism itself. Craft unionism has become obsolete, It is literally impossible today to organize the
unorganized in basic' industries on craft lines. Long ago, the
Socialists pointed out that unions which could hope to survive
must be the unions of all the workers in the respective in-
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dustries. Today the menace of company unionism creates an
additional reason for the industrial union, for many workers
prefer no organization to organizations which they fear would
soon be split up into craft unions. But even industrial union~
ism is today not the sole ... remedy . So powerful is American
capitalism that it can be met only by a labor movement which
will pool all its resources for organizing even those industries
which are not yet represented in its fold. The A. F. of L. must
recognize its responsibility for the organization of the entire
working class and set 'up central machinery to organize, determine strategy and furnish relief and legal defense wherever
required.
Wherever possible the Socialist Party should work with
existing unions to help make them function more effectively. The .g reat mass of the organized workers are at present
in the A. F. of L. We are opposed in principle to dual
unionism and we should work wherever we can with the
American Federation of Labor. This does not mean that
"we should hesitate to criticize the A. F. of. L. leadership when
their policies are reactionary or result in gangsterism and
racketeering in the unions. There are also circumstances,
when it is impossible for Socialists in a given community or
industry to work with an A. F. of L. union, for example
where such a union exists only on paper or where its inaction,
its bureaucracy, or worse has damned it with the workers.
We must however make every effort to tie up such independent unions with the main stream of the American labor
movement.
Unemployment has become a pennq.nent problem. Unless
Socialists tak~ steps to organiz~ .the millions of unemployed
they may easily become the prey of some fascist demagogue.
In addition, unless organized into class-conscious unemployed
organizations they are a constant threat to the organized labor
movement and are potential scabs. The unemployed can only
be organized on the basis of the struggle for immediate demands, but with intelligent Socialist guidance they can become a vital factor in the revolutionary movement. The success that has met the efforts of Socialists in the localities
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where they have made a real attempt to organize the unemployed indicate its possibilities. This work must be extended
into the remotest communities and must be developed into
a national organization of unemployed.
The policy we propose would begin with a thoroughgoing
discipline of those Party members who are also trade unionists,
but who have abandoned their Socialist philosophy by playing
politics inside the trade unions for their personal advantage
and in the support of reactionary leaders and policies both
on the industrial and political fields. These are traitors alike
to socialism and true unionism, and should be treatedl as
such. The compromise of our Socialist ideals, which has
been winked at by many high in our councils, has resulted in
a distrust of socialism on the part of many of our former and
potential supporters in the rank and file. We must come into
the court of unionism with clean hands. The time is long
overdue for that cleansing.
To achieve these objectives the following proposals should
be carried out:
1. The strengthening of the National Labor Committee
as well as the formation of State and local labor committees
of the Socialist Party to be charged with the coordination of
all labor activities and with the responsibility for the sucessful
carrying out of these proposals.
2. The employment of competent field organizers and
labor secretaries whose duty it shall be to seek out situations
in the industrial field and among the unemployed where their
services can be most useful to the workers, whether they are
organized or are seeking to organize. Funds must be provided to guarantee the full time employment of at least a nationallabor secretary.
3. The setting up of an information department whose
function it will be to inform the party and its branches of
industrial situations where they can be useful. Other departments should be set up to provide legal and strike relief, publicity and speakers. The machinery for collecting relief must
be permanent-it must function at all times in preparation for
industrial strife and not merely at the time of such strife.
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The machinery should be set up in the name of the Party, but
it should function in cooperation with existing agencies.
4. Above all, Socialists must once more become active
in their unions and participate in central labor Qodies and
labor conventions not only as trade unionists, but as Socialists.
. Socialists within the trade union movement should organize
into groups in order to determine on a policy in their union.
These groups should consult with and be guided by the advice
of the Labor Committee of the Socialist Party in their locality. It should be the duty of such .groups to render regular
reports of their activity to the Labor Committee. It is of the
utmost importance for the S. P. to organize its members who
are delegates to the A. F. of L. conventions to fight for the
Socialist program and the Socialist groups must make every
effort to see to it that as many Socialists as possible are
elected to A. F. of L. conventions. The efforts of Socialists
to commit their unions to the idea of independent political
action and the endorsement by their unions of immediate demands advocated by the party must again be vigorously
pressed.
The Socialist groups must take the lead in their unions
in fighting for progressive policies. They must oppose all
undemocratic practices and advocate the setting up of labor
courts. They must urge the abandonment of craft union forms.
The N. R. A. and Socialism
The N. R. A. constitutes a recognition by the representatives 'Of the ruling class that capitalism has broken down, and
that drastic measures are required to repair and preserve it.
Every aspect of this attempt must be considered in the .light
of its sole purpose-the maintenance of capitalism. This
purpose reveals the class character of the N. R. A. and its
entire machinery.
The N. R. A. is not a step towards socialism. Socialism
aims to abolish the profit system. The N. R. A. aims to stabilize and maintain it. Two aspects of the N. R. A. create the
erroneous belief among workers that it constitutes a step toward socialism and that its purpose is to aid the ·working
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class.
First of all the state machinery is being utilized to set
up the codes. It is state intervention in economic affairs, but
not every form of state intervention is socialism. That depends entirely on who controls the state and the purpose of
the intervention. The present state is in effect the Executive
Committee of the ruling class. It has "intervened" through
the N. R. A. only because the members of the capitalist class
have been unable to solve their problems separately and without some higher authority to enforce their decisions.
Secondly, the N.R.A. has in theory granted workers certain rights. The actual administration of the law-has in fact
robbed labor of most of the privileges theroetically granted.
The chief benefit was the impetus it gave to labor organization.
This assistance was mostly psychological. It ,g ave organizers
the opportunity to claim that the government favored the organization of unions. The colossal failure of the government
to enforce the law has created such disillusionment in the
ranks of the workers as to have by thIs time destroyed even
this psychological impetus. Employers have with impunity
defied the law. Codes are unenforced. The right to the
"closed shop" has been denied. The machinery of the N. R. A.
has been used to break strikes. It has produced very few new
jobs. Low minimum wages, combined with shorter hours, and
an increased cost in living, have operated, in fact, wherever
new j{)bs have been given out as a share-the-work scheme.
The wage rates established have thrown out of employment
thousands of negro workers, adding to the hardships of this
most oppressed section of the American working class. The
courts, the police and the militia are increasingly being used
to interfere with the right of workers to organize.
In the light of the Socialist analysis of capitalism, it is
our belief that the N. R. A. cannot succeed in its basic' object.
The internai contradictions of capitalism are too far reaching
to be removed by any method other than the destruction of
capitalism. The most that it might do would be to artificially
restore a temporary Hprosperity". But we do not believe that
the N. R. A. will do even this. Even if it were perfectly ad-
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ministered it could not abolish unemployment because surplus
values created in a private profit system must inevitably cause
unemployment. Because of the steadily rising cost of living
the purchasing power of the worker has not been increased.
It must be borne in mind that the N. R. A. has brought
c'e rtain disadvantages which did not exist before. It has definitely organized capitalists into trade associations and thus
increased their power to fight labor unions. It has established
code authorities with vast power for the conduct of business.
It has concentrated into the hands of the government powers
which every fascist state reaches for-and which could be
used against the freedom of labor unions should the failure of
the N. R. A. drive capitalists to a last stand in a fasci st
dictatorship.
The N. R. A. is not fascism. It is rather a beginning of
state capitalism. But it has potentialities of fascism which
the working class can only forestall by rising to its obligations and resolutely opposing innovations of the N. R. A.
which may be used to introduce fascism. In the first place no
limitations 'Of any kind must be permitted on the right to
strike. This is already being attempted. It is the basic weapon
of the labor conflict-any attempt to whittle it down must be
met with the widest and most far-reaching use of the weaponthe general strike. Compulsory arbitration is only a disguise
for restrictions on the right to strike and must be similarly
opposed. Legalized company unions must be opposed. Prohibitions against joining unions with national affiliations is
again only a disguise for imposing company unions. It must
not be permitted to be used as a mechanism ready to supply
the industrial needs of the United States if it goes to war.
The workers must also fight against the existing defects of
the N. R. A. which we have pointed out above. They must
put up a militant fight for a shorter work week, and a higher
wage scale, for unemployment, old age and other forms of
social insurance. But they will succeed in these efforts only
in proportion to their own organized strength and fighting
ability.
The N. R. A. has also shown fundamental weaknesses in
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the American labor movement. It has shown up more clearly
than any other event the reactionary ideology of the A. F. of L.
The many instances in which they have counselled workers
against striking or even ordered them back to work in the
face of an overwhelming indication by the membership of a
desire to strike, has indicated their abandonment of the belief
that unions are fighting organizations. It has shown the inadequacy of the A. F. of L. structure in organizational w ork
and the positive harm of the craft form of organization. It has
revealed the fallacy of their former opposition to state intervention in industry.
The Socialist Party must point out to the workers of this
country that the N. R. A. is no solution of their problems, that
it cannot eliminate unemployment or lessen class conflict. The
only way to gain any advantage at all from the N. R. A. is by
organizing politically into the Socialist Party and economically
into powerful industrial unions and co-operative organizations,
and to use these working-class organizations to abolish capitalism, and create socialism.

Soviet Russia
While we do not agree with certain aspects of the internal and international policies of the U.S.S.R. we rec'Ognize
that it is the one country in the world where a proletarian
revolution was successfully carried thru and maintained.
There alone has the machinery of the state been used to
abolish capitalism by destroying private ownership in the
means of production and there alone have steady and substantial advances been made towards socialism.
We also hail the advances made under the first · Five
Year Plan, and record our satisfaction at the recognition
of Soviet Russia by the United States in the anticipation that
it will materially contribute to the success of the second Five
Year Plan. We believe that the advances already made render
no longer necessary the rigid one party dictatorship in Russia
and make possible and necessary the introduction of a broader
proletarian democracy inclusive of all working class parties
and groups that accept the proletarian dictatorship.
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The Party should renew its pledge to do all in its power
to guard against capitalist attacks on the U.S.S.R. which, as
the only workers' republic, is a powerful bulwark against the
rising tide of war. We believe that the Soviet government
should also recognize that its real friends are to be found in the
Socialist and labor movement, and that despite differenc'e s in
theory and tactics, it should establish relations with them at
least as friendly as those it maintains with capitalist governments.
Imperialism and War
The capitalist world is entering a new period of imperialism. On the one hand the inherent contradictions in
the capitalist system and international capitalist rivalries
have caused a closing of the various native markets to foreign
capitalists thru high tariff walls; on the other hand the necessity for capitalism to continuously expand added to the cutting down of native markets because of the depression has
caused capitalist nations continually to seek to expand their
colonies, to obtain new territories and spheres of influence
and new markets. The pressure of the world wide depression has resulted in new and increasing revolt of subject
peoples against native and foreign capitalists. Native capitalists also are anxious to free themselves from the dominant
nation in order to have a more free hand at home. These
conditions have caused an increased oppression by imperialist
nations on their colonies. Thus the battle of subject peoples
for freedom has been intensified.
Socialists realize that even if this freedom were granted
it would not result in freeing the native workers from native
or foreign capitalism. However, due to lack of class consciousness, until this freedom is granted, the workers and
peasants of subject nations will make this their first demand.
We must therefore support them in all these strug.gles, at the
same time supporting the native class conscious workers in
their fight for socialism. The fear of such revolts will also
be instrumental in causing capitalist nations to hesitate before declaring war, and in bringing war to a quicker conclusion
if it does come.
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We also warn the workers of this country not to be deceived into believing that the recognition of the U.S.S.R. has
alleviated the danger of American and world attacks upon
Russia. In addition to a desire to increase trade, the U. S.
has also recognized Russia for the purpose of strengthening
this .g overnment against actual and potential Japanese intrusion upon American spheres of interest.
The Socialist Party should reiterate its long established
policy of a demand for complete disarmament, for self determination for all the American colonies, and for an absolute
cessation of the sending of troops or diplomatic interference
-into other countries.
The National Executive Committee should increase the
work of the Party against the increasing menace of war and
imperialism, to unite with all organizations interested in
peace, to arrange nation wide demonstrations and mass protests against militarism, armament and imperialism. The Party should vigorously oppose the vicious role of this government in Cuba, and should support by mass activity the revolutionary activities of the Cuban workers. It should carry on
a continual campaign exposin.g the militaristic nature of the
Roosevelt program, particularly of the CCC camps, the big
na vy policy and the plans to use the NRA for a war machine.
The National Executive Committee should intensify the work
of the party in the unions (particularly in the war, chemical
and transportation industries) in order to induce them to
call a general strike in case 1o f war, and to meet the ever
incre-a sing evidence of American imperialism by building
n.ow an active anti-war movement in the country. We
must emphasize in our propaganda that the only guarantee
against war is socialism itself, that the struggle against war
is part of the struggle to overthrow capitalism, and that if

an imperialist war does break out we should make every effort
to turn it into a class war.
Fascism in the U. S.
The rapid and extensive post-war growth of fascism
presents one of the greatest problems ever besetting the labor
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and Socialist movement.
In the United States both the labor and fascist movements are undevelope.~ : We may expect as a concomitant to
the growth of the Socialist and labor movement, a parallel
rise in Fascism. A powerful labor and Socialist movement
which threatens the capitalist system must prepare rts members for such an eventuality. We must avoid on the one
hand a hysterical exaggeration of tendencies towards fascism,
and on the other, the contemptuous dismissal and underestimation of the possibilities of fascism in America.
The immediate measures which the Socialist Party should
take to resist the development of fascism in the United States
are:
1. A Marxian educational program designed to educate
the membership on the history, manifestations, and varieties
of Fascism.
2. The immediate recreation of a permanent organization inviting all bodies genuinely conc'e rned with the problem
and honestly agreeable to a commonly acceptable program.
The functions of this anti-fascist organization shall be:
a. To issue literature which will effectively expose and
combat fascism in the United States.
b. Conduct mass meetings and demonstrations, and mass
activities generally.
c. Sponsor public appearances and lectures by exiled
victims of fascism.
d. Issuance of an anti-fascist bulletin.
e. To attempt to m~ke effective the A. F. of L. resolution
on the boycott of German goods, by calling conferences
and carrying on propaganda in trade unions and other
friendly groups to get them to effectuate a boycott
against the handling or transportation of German goods
with the view of excluding all German .g oods from this
country. Also to extend this boycott to Austrian and
I tali an goods.
£. To emphasize thruout these activities that fascism
is no solution to the problems it pretends to solve as
exemplified by the degradation and slavery it imposes
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wherever It is in power.
g. To enlist especially the labor unions in the fight against
Fascism by pointing out that the unions are the first
victims and among the greatest sufferers from fascism.
h. The Party and this proposed anti-fascist organization
should carryon particularly intensive organizational
activities in those sections of the country where the
fascist movement already has its greatest strength.
The United Front
The disaster in Germany has indicated the absolute necessity for united action by the radical working class organizations. While in this country we realize that the question of
the united front with the Communist Party at this moment
is not the most important one before the movement, we also
realize that continued separation creates bitterness and sectarianism that will make united action impossible when that
issue becomes of paramount importance.
We realize that the Communist Party has demonstrated
both in action and in words that it seeks united fronts merely
as a maneuver to destroy the Socialist Party . We also know
that no genuine united action can be achieved until the Communist Party gives up this practice. We do not fear these
maneuvers because the Communist Party only succeeds in
exposing its own insincerity thru them. But we must dem onstrate to our own members, to non-radical workers and to the
members of the Communist Party that we sincerely desire
united action, and in this manner it may be possible to make
the Communist Party change its approach. To this end we
must make continuous efforts and specific' proposals towards
genuine "united fronts" both on a national and on local scales.
The successful organization of broad united fronts on
May Day in New York and subsequent united front activities
which included the labor unions, the SP, the IWW, and t he
Communist opposition groups, on the basis of workers' democracy within the united front, has demonstrated that united
front action is possible where the participating organizations
sincerely desire it.
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Finally we believe that at all events we must place most
of our emphasis on united action with the large masses who
are in the farmer and labor groups to the right of us.
Farmer-Labor Party
Recognizing the desirability of organizing a mass FarmerLabor party as a means of breaking the capitalist political
allegiances of the workers and farmers, we are, nevertheless,
also forced to recognize the futility of sporadic and abortive
attempts in that direction until substantial sections of the
organized workers and farmers are ready for such a step.
Whenever it seems likely that a mass Farmer-Labor party
with such substantial support will be developed, the Socialist
Party should take the leadership in its creation. Inside such
a party the Socialist Party must maintain its autonomy and
its right to criticize the program and tactics and influence the
policy of that organization.
Cultural and Sport Organization
The building of cultural and sport organizations is of
vital importance to our Party as a means of embracing the.
entire life of the workers and of creating the necessary cultural basis for a proletarian society. We propose that a survey
be made of the existing Socialist and labor groups 'w orking
in the cultural and sport field, and that the party call national
and regional conferences of such groups in order to formulate
plans for expanded and coordinated activity on a national
basis. We suggest cooperation with such existing groups as
the Rebel Arts, the Workers' Theatre, language sport ,g roups,
and the like to enable them to function effectually on a national scale.
Workers' Education
The increasing . need for labor education and the failure
of the Workers Educational Bureau of the A. F. of L. to
function effectively make it imperative for the Socialist Party
to take the leadership in workers' education. We propose that
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the National Executive Committee foster the setting up of additional labor schools wherever possible, and we particularly
recommend the practice of summer encampments as steps in
the direction of creating permanent labor schools. The guiding principle behind these activities should be the theory and
practice of the c'lass struggle. Curricula should place special emphasis on training workers for concrete practical organizational and general labor union activity and upon organizational work for the Socialist Party. Social~sts should
carryon agitation within their unions and cooperatives for
the establishment of labor schools.

The Negro Worker
Because the negro workers remain one of the most op"pressed sections of the American working class, the Socialist
Party must increase its work among negroes in order to bring
the black and white workers together under one banner. We
propose the creation of a sub-c'o mmittee of the National Executive Committee on Negro Problems which would employ
or.ganizers for negro work, initiate defense of victims of lynching and race prejudice, and organize protests and demonstrations against lynching and race discrimination. Socialists in
the labor movement must fight vigorously against racial barriers itt their unions and make special efforts to draw in negro
workers in existing and new unions.
The Socialist press should place special emphasis on
problems of the negro workers, and the party should publish
literature for and about them.

Pan-American Socialism
A close relationship exists between the United States and
the Latin-American countries, many of which are its eC'o nomic
vassals. The existenc"e in these regions of a number of Socialist, labor, and revolutionary peasant parties without any
international affiliations, offers a splendid opportunity to the
Socialist Party ' of America to advance working class international solidarity and to secure valuable allies in the struggle
against American capitalism by bringing about a greater de-
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gree of cooperation between ·our party and our revolutionary
neighbors. We propose that a survey be made of the Socialist and labor movement of Latin-America in order to lay
the basis for the calling of a Pan-American conference at the
earliest possible time, which should establish a permanent
organization of Pan-American Socialist parties. We should
send delegates to the conference of the Latin-American labor
movement just called by the Argentine party.
The Farmers and the Middle Clarss*
One of the factors contributing tOl the defeat of the
German Social Democracy was its failure t o. obtain any substantial number of adeherents among the farmers and the
middle class. This failure contributed in two separate ways
to the German catastrophe, since it not only made impossible
a socialist victory, but also made possible the victory of the
fascists.
We must approach the problem with a view to accomplishing both the object of winning power and preventing the
Fascists from gaining the adherence of these groups. Tactics
which may be unwise for the purpose only of achieving victory may be necessary for defensive reasons.
The type of program to be adopted must not only be
consistent with our ultimate goal, it must also be a program which is calculated to make a successful appeal to
!the .g roups in question.
I t is erroneous to beliieve that
these groups can be attracted to us in any great numbers
upon the basis of our ultimate pro.gram alone. Socialists
have always said, and said correctly, that these classes have
no future within the framework of capitalism. Yet a promise
of extinction is not a sufficient basis for an effective appeal.
We believe that the proper approach to gain the support of
these .g roups is one in which we show our willingness to fight

* We believe that this section is one of the first attempts to meet
squarely and concretely a problem which is of vital importance, the sugges,
tions here put forward are necessarily tentative.
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for their immediate demands within the framework of existing
society and, at the same time, we must show the impossibility
of securing a lasting solution of their problems, or even any
important gains for them, under capitalism.
A further caution mu.st, however, be kept in mind-the
demands we fight for must not be inconsistent with the immediate interests of the group which is th~ most important
base of the movement-the proletariat.

The Farmers
The amazingly defiant and courageous battles waged by
the farmers in 1932 and 1933 show that they may be channeled into revolutionary action when the appropriate time
arnves.
The demands put forward by the farmers vary in accordance with their economic status which includes roughly
the following: Agricultural workers (really members of the
proletariat) working farm owners, (which includes most farmers owning their own land), tenant farmers (which include that
especially oppressed section, the share croppers). Agricultural
workers have thus far had little independent organizational
existence in America, althou.gh the IWW once organized certain sections of them, and their demands wo\?-ld have to be
formulated for them. These demands would relate, of course,
to hours, wages, means and time of payment, and especially to social insurance. It might however be a long time
before such organizational work would arouse response
from the farm workers~ and in the meantime, they would be
attracted to the struggle for1 the demands of the working
farmers who are employers and upon whose condition theirs
is directly dependent.
The working farmers are fairly well organized in certain
sections of the country. They ask for stoppage of evictions for
non-payment of mortgages and taxes, reduction in the rate of
interest, liberalization and increase of loan facilities, and increase in the prices of their products. Obviously, the first three
of these demands are ones which Socialists are anxious to
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advance for they are directed primarily against the financial
interests. The last demand may appear to conflict with the
interests of the city workers, but that conflict can be avoided by demanding that the increase come from the profits
of th~ distributors rather than from an increase in prices
to the consumer. Finally, sales directly to workers' ,cooperatives would have the double benefit of eliminatin.g
the middleman and cemen~ing the solidarity of the groups.
Many other demands of the farmers could also be supported
by Soci~lists-such as government operation of marketing
facilities, crop 'failure insurance and reduction in the prices of
products used by farmers.
In the case of the tenant farmers who are 40% of the farm
population, a particularly good opportunity exists for party
work, since the battle can be waged directly against the absentee owners. The effects of the AAA program upon the
share croppers has created resentment which should be mobil ized through such means as the organization of the share
croppers' union.
In the case of all farmers' demands, wide variations will
have to be made 'in specific demands for different sections of
the country.

The Middle Class
While the white collar and salaried workers are not functionally part of the middle class, their ideology and culture is
such that it may be necessary to use' a psychological approach
to them similar to that used by Socialists for the lower middle c1as.s. In additio~, of . c'Ourse, they must be organized on
the basis of their immediate need~ into unions and other working class organizations in the same way as the manual workers. The group of white collar workers includes a growing
class of employed professionals, particularly the technical
workers, as distinguished from those who are in business independently.
The middle class in addition to the small farmer, includes
the latter group of professional men and the small business
men.
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impoverishment and insecurity of the independent
profes onal men, as well as the dark prospects for the recent
colle
graduates hoping to enter professions, calls for two
impol'tant forms of demands-social insurance for professional
men, and state subsidization of their professions. "Socialization" of medicine under c'a pitalism, for example, especially if
it is made clear that it is on a voluntary basis, will meet
with the approval of large sections of physicians, especially
the younger ones and the students. Their demands will also
include vast public health services, enlarged hospital facilities
and the like. Such reforms are also part of the program of
the workers and farmers and will serve to link all these groups.
Similar types of demands could be ~volved for many other
professions.
The small business men have many demands which Socialists cannot endorse. Many of their ,needs however are
similar to those of farmers, since both are 'small enterpreneurs
and these demands we can consistently endorse. These include reduction of interest rates, moratorium on debts to large
creditors, cooperative purchasing facilities and reductions in
utility rates. They also desire protection of bank deposits,
reduction in business and home rents, and elimination of sales
taxes.
One of the most important methods of approaching the
members of the middle class is through their interests as consumers. This can be achieved through the or,g aniza tion of
Small Home Owners and Consumers Leagues. This will also
afford us the opportunity to bring many of the different elements of the middle class together with each other, as well
as with workers, for a better appreciation of their common
immediate as well as ultimate interests.
We do not agree with those comrades who c'o ntend that
it is necessary to yield to the patriotic and cultural prejudices
of the middle class in order to gain their support. I t is possible to appeal to them on the basis of their immediate economic demands and to establish a basis for a working alliance
with them, or at least to bring about their neutrality when
the "decisive moment" arnves.
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The support of certain sections of the middle lass as
well as the farmers can be gained for our final aim as well as
our immediate demands, by militant and aggressive leadership which the Party must assume.
The work outlined above can best be carried out through
the formation of mass organizations suited to the immediate
needs of the respective works. Where such organizations al• ready exist Socialists should work actively within them for
our program.

CONCLUSION
The failure of the Socialist Party of the United States
through thirty-three years of its existence, to achieve a signifi, cant degree of power c'a nnot be ascribed solely to its tactical
mistakes, ineffective policies, poor leadership, or inadequate
philosophy. Social and economic conditions external of any
political and revolutionary Party, condition the activities
policies and possibilities for growth and ultimate success. But
to argue that objective conditions alone will effect the growth
of and achievement of power by the Socialist Party is to
ignore the vital functions of a revolutionary Party. Such
a Party grows to the extent that it correctly analyzes and
evaluates the objective circumstances within which the Party
operates and adjusts its theory, program and activities, to
those developments. A disciplined Party of the workers
basing its program of action upon a revolutionary conception
of the state and capitalism coupled with an alertness and
awareness of change in the ,sphere of ·politics and industry
can more effectively contend with and conquer the forces of
reaction. We urge continual reexamination of objective conditions, critical revaluation of basic concepts in the light of
newer tendencies and developments, and rededication to our
cause for the capture of power a~d emancipation of the working class.
It is in this spirit of Party loyalty and constructive
Marxism that we have examined the history of our Party,
its problems and objectives with the aim of hastening the
establishment of the cooperative commonwealth.
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